Summer Term: Discover

Ancient Egypt
Year 4/5- Miss Miles
Concepts & Driving Words
power

sacri ce

judgement

trust

Key Enquiry Question:

Will we ever be able to prove if there is an
afterlife?
Create a memorable performance about life in Ancient
Egypt.

Authentic Outcome

Record a show / assembly for parents and depending on
COVID, do a live performance or have a lm premiere at
home.

Local walks and eld trip

Visits

Y5 3 day trip to Danbury outdoors
★

History
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Religious Education

The achievements of the earliest civilisations;
depth study of Egypt.

Creation / Fal
Gospel

Forces and Magnet
★ Explain that unsupported objects fall towards the
Earth because of the force of gravity acting
between the Earth and the falling object
★ Identify the effects of air resistance, water
resistance and friction, that act between moving
surfaces
★ Recognise that some mechanisms, including
levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to
have a greater effect
Evolution and Inheritanc
★ Identify how animals and plants are adapted to
suit their environment in different ways and that
adaptation may lead to evolution.

Science

★

Design Technology

Understand and use mechanical systems in their
products [for example, gears, pulleys, cams,
levers and linkages]

Healthy Lifestyle
★
How does physical activity help me & what might
be the risks of not engaging in it?
★
What could characterise a balanced or
unbalanced diet and what are the associated
bene ts and risks?
★
What are the different aspects of a healthy
lifestyle and how could I become healthier?
★
What might be the signs of physical illness and
how might I respond?
★
What are the bene ts and risks of spending time
online/on electronic devices, in terms of my
physical and mental health?
★
Why are online apps and games age restricted?

PSHE

Class book: nish Listen to the Moon and then read
Tom’s Midnight Garde

English

Writing instructions- mummi cation
Story writing- based on ‘Why compassion bears fruit’
Focus on description, suspense and cliff hangers.
Fraction
Tim
Decimals and money
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Maths

